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SEGMENT G25:  URBAN EDGE 
Mission Impact…Focusing your heartburst for the people around you  

 
Mission Impact Guide V 2.0 

Group G, “Young City Solos” 
 
 

Younger, up-and-coming singles living big city 
lifestyles located within top CBSA markets 

Resource: Mosaic by Experian 
  

General Spiritual Insight: 
 
 Urban Edge is part of the Lifestyle Group G (Young City Solos).  Please refer to the description 
of Group G for the larger context of this segment's potential relationship with the church. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Religious Perspective: 

 

 
 

"Spiritual Truth Is Buried Beneath An Avalanche of Religious 
Hypocrisy " 

 

 
 

Key Behaviors: 
 
 

 
 
Web Savvy, Self-Indulgent, Ardent Social Activism 

 
 
 

Strong Impressions: 

 
Inclination & Attitudes:  
Global, Progressive, Fulfillment  
   
Mood & Values: 
High Practice of Altruism and Giving, High Entertainment 
Activities 
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Comments: 
 
These extremely liberal, eclectic, singles in their 20's and 30's live in funky, hip 
urban neighborhoods. They are risk takers who are comfortable with insecure 
surroundings, and may travel off the beaten path for an extended period of 
time. They are extremely skeptical of organized religion, although many 
consider themselves broadly "spiritual". Spirituality and artistic sensibilities 
flow together. They live in the present moment and are not particularly anxious 
about tomorrow. Although traditional moral norms are uncomfortable, they 
are notable for their commitments to peace, equality, human rights, the 
environment, and free speech. 
 
People in this segment deliberately flaunt the "herd mentality", and consider 
the church (and organized religion in general) as agencies of artificial 
conformity and even oppression. However, they can show remarkable respect 
for priests, prophetic pastors, and anyone that models a highly disciplined 
spiritual life committed to bless the disadvantaged.  
 
Most are college educated, with well paying jobs in business, education, 
creative arts, and healthcare.  They see themselves living on the cutting edge 
of culture. Although they are at the fringe of society, they have very strong 
peer networks which exercise significant influence over their lifestyles and 
viewpoints. Relationships are very important, and they throw themselves into 
the urban "meet" market. They frequent nightclubs, cafes (with or without 
internet), entertainment venues, comedy clubs, etc. They often share 
accommodation in small, expensive apartments with a transient number of 
roommates, and live their lives outside. 
 
They also tend to be well read and intellectual. They use the internet to 
research and explore ideas, and commonly participate in some form of 
continuing education or prolonged university degree program. They do not 
sink deep roots in any local community, but consider themselves citizens of the 
world. The institutional church will have a very difficult time reaching them, but 
they may sustain connections with individual Christian leaders or with faith-
based non-profit organizations.  
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Hospitality 
   Compelling Issues: 
Always provide ample supplies of "take out" 
food. Food gifts can include information 
about the social policies and outreach 
programs of the church, provide emergency 
phone numbers, and offer internet links to 
the church website and other social 
services. 
 
 
 
 

Leadership 
  Compelling Issues: 
Leaders that connect with this lifestyle 
segment tend to have either a deeply 
mystical, or a radically prophetic, 
ministry. They are known for their 
spiritual lives rather than for their 
institutional loyalties. 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 

Leadership Hospitality 

Multiple Choices, Takeout 
 
Regular church attendance is very unlikely for 
people in this lifestyle segment. However, they 
might darken the door of a church building in 
order to attend a concert with spiritual 
overtones (e.g. a Mass set to some 
contemporary genre of music or dramatic 
performance), or in order to hear a radical 
intellectual or social critic speak to a 
contemporary issue. In that case, greeters and 
refreshment servers must go out of their way 
to demonstrate acceptance. Hospitality teams 
should equally represent genders, races, 
cultures, sexual orientations, and so on. Avoid 
proselytizing, but distribute literature about 
the social policies and outreach missions of the 
church. 
 
Refreshments should be diverse and abundant. 
Include healthy vegetables and fruits, and also 
sugary treats and high calorie snacks. Avoid 
serving beer and wine, not because the core 
values of a church might prevent it, but 
because a church budget cannot compete with 
the alcohol served in local cafes. Accept the 
fact that property may take some punishment, 
but be intentionally strict to ban drugs. 
 

Pilgrim, Mentor 
 
The Christian leader that might connect with 
this lifestyle segment demonstrates their 
spiritual credibility by neo-monastic lifestyles. 
In other words, they tend to be radically 
committed to lives of poverty, social service, 
and prayer. These leaders usually practice peer 
accountability to other members of their order 
or cell that mirrors the small group mentality of 
this lifestyle segment.  
 
Although these leaders may be clearly Christian 
(and even practice ancient rites of Confession, 
Eucharist, etc.), they demonstrate great 
respect toward other religions and have 
invested time and energy to understand the 
faith of other cultures. They have often 
traveled widely, and lived and learned 
peacefully in non-western cultures. They do 
not try to recruit people into any religious 
organizations, but are more than willing to 
mentor individuals to explore spirituality.  
 
 

Relevant Ministry Choices:  
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Worship 
 

Education 
 

Worship 
   Compelling Issues: 
Avoid standardized liturgies and highly 
structure services. Anticipate spontaneity, 
interruptions, and anti-social behavior with 
patience and generosity. Any financial 
offering should be targeted to a specific 
outreach mission, and not used for the 
overhead of property and personnel 

maintenance. 
 

 
 

Education 
   Compelling Issues:  
Any educational event should be recorded 
for later podcast. Partner with universities, 
and try to link the event to ongoing 
university programs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Mission Connectional, Inspirational 
 
Among members of this lifestyle segment, 
"inspirational" worship may often be about 
imagination rather than motivation. The signs, 
symbols, and music stimulate the imaginations 
of participants, and encourage them to make 
lateral connections with other spiritualities and 
see the spiritual depth in ordinary things. In 
this sense, the sacrament of Eucharist can be 
significant if set in a contemporary and 
dramatic musical context.  
 
Worship needs to have a strong connection 
with social justice and human rights. It has 
more of a global than local focus. The message 
is often very prophetic and counter-cultural, 
and may be shared by someone with special 
expertise and a radical reputation. Prayers are 
mainly intercessions for disadvantaged, 
abused, oppressed, or victimized people 
around the world. There may be little to the 
worship service beyond imaginative music, 
radical message, and intercessory prayers.  
 

Experiential, Topical, Peer  
 
The counter-cultural singles in this lifestyle 
segment are not likely to participate in any 
traditional form of Christian education. 
However, they are very interested in 
continuing education through various college 
and university degree and non-degree 
programs, and specialized training in health 
care and public policy. They are self-motivated 
to pursue intellectual and artistic interests, and 
attracted to lectures, instructive dramatic 
productions, and short-term seminars related 
to arts, politics, economics, cross-cultural 
influences, or contemporary issues.  
 
Churches can sponsor special educational or 
artistic events that will attract attention. 
However, these need to be high quality and 
engage the radical and creative instincts of 
people in this segment. Churches may be 
challenged to sponsor events that are still 
within boundaries of their core values and 
bedrock beliefs. Consider partnering with other 
social service agencies, political organizations, 
or religious groups. 

Relevant Ministry Choices: 
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Small Group 
   Compelling Issues: 
There is very little structure to a small 
group, and it may even be difficult to mark 
the beginning and ending of a group. In a 
sense, any peer gathering, in any location, 
can suddenly focus on a particular topic of 
spiritual import. Credible Christians simply 
seize the moment ... but don't be surprised 
when the moment seems to dissolve back 
into unfocused camaraderie and broader 
conversation. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Outreach 
   Compelling Issues: 
Human rights issues are particularly 
important. People in this segment can be 
extraordinarily sacrificial, and take 
enormous personal risks, for the sake of a 
cause they embrace. 
 
 
 
 
 

Rotated Leaders, Affinity 
 
Peer group experience pervades the lifestyle 
experience of Urban Edge, so it is really 
nothing new to participate in a short term 
seminar or discussion group. However, these 
groups are usually very spontaneous. There 
may be a host, but it does not take much to 
stimulate debate. Provide whatever 
refreshments are appropriate, and within the 
boundaries of your church core values. 
 
Groups will probably not meet in church 
buildings or private apartments, but in cafes, 
bars, and on the street. Participation will ebb 
and flow, so that continuity will be difficult 
from session to session. Resources are often 
taken directly from the internet. It is difficult to 
measure the success of a small group 
quantitatively, and perhaps the best hope is 
that a small group will gradually build some 
credibility for Christian leaders in the midst of 
the community. 
 

For Themselves:  Interpersonal 
Relationships 
For Others:  Any worthwhile goal 
except Human Destiny 
 
These fringe, hip, and generally Caucasian 
singles always have a goal to experiment with 
interpersonal relationships, regardless of the 
larger agenda. They explore relationships in all 
dimensions: intellectual, emotional, physical, 
and sexual in a decidedly non-judgemental and 
often non-committal way. The positive virtue 
of mutual respect is always emphasized ... but 
not always practiced. Outreach ministries of 
any kind, for any purpose, need to model truly 
respectful and holistically healthy relationships. 
 
Any project, cause, or crusade can excite the 
passions of people in this lifestyle segment. 
However, their passion may only be sustained 
for a short period of time, and easily shift their 
energy from one cause to another. This is not 
evidence for lack of conviction, but simply 
reveals how self-absorbed and easily 
sidetracked people in this segment can be. 
They are not generally interested in questions 
about salvation, and they live in the now, but 
they may reveal long term pessimism about the 
future of societies and the human race. 
 

Small Group Outreach 

Relevant Ministry Choices: 
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Property and Technology 
   Compelling Issues: 
These people do gravitate to free, wireless 
environments, where they can readily surf 
the web, participate in social media, or 
contribute to blogs.  
 

Stewardship/Financial Mgmt. 
   Compelling Issues: 
These artistic singles readily organize an 
entertainment venue, donating their time 
and skills, in order to raise money for a 
particular charity or cause. 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 

Designated Giving, Informed Philanthropy 
 
Although they seek the fringe of society, these 
hip singles see themselves at the cutting edge 
of culture. They often have good incomes, but 
their disposable incomes will go to expensive 
downtown apartments in funky or retro 
buildings near cafes and boutiques; and to 
continuing education programs; and to 
personal expenses to support their active 
nightlife. If they give money to charity, they will 
selectively target their giving. They may not 
spend their money wisely, but their moment-
to-moment lifestyles do not motivate them to 
do so. They may well research a micro-charity 
before they contribute money to it, to make 
sure it is politically correct and minimizes 
overhead. 
 
However, people in this segment are less like 
to donate money than personal time and 
volunteer energy. They like to participate in 
mission personally. They tend to make 
personal sacrifices, selling their own private 
belongings, in order to sustain their personal 
activism for a cause. 
 
 

Utilitarian, Contemporary, Postmodern 
 
Urban Edge tends to avoid church properties, 
and do not have any particular regard for 
ecclesiastical architectures. Some may have an 
artistic interest in retro or 19th century 
architecture ... and they might consider living 
in a church building that has been converted 
into apartment housing.  
 
Any edifice can become transparent to the 
Holy and have spiritual significance ... even the 
ugliest or most dilapidated properties. Any 
facility can be decorated with broadly spiritual 
symbols, and people in this segment will 
gravitate to symbols taken from nature, 
eastern or animistic religions, and syncretise 
the symbols of several religions into a creative 
expression. A cafe can become a legitimate, 
and profoundly significant, "spiritual space". 
 
 

    Stewardship/Financial Management 
 

Property and Technology 
 

Relevant Institutional Strategies: 
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Relevant Institutional Strategies: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Resources: 
 

 Download MissionInsite’s Impressions Report for your mission field through 
http://www.MissionInsite.com (Predefined Reports) 

 Really Relevant (and) Always Faithful: How Churches and Ministries Target Mission in 
an Explosion of Diversity by Thomas G. Bandy (Available through Amazon) 

 Download the MOSAIC Guide from Experian  

 Explore the Interactive MOSAIC Guide from Experian 

 The Interactive MOSAIC Guide from Experian 

Communication 
   Compelling Issues: 
People in this segment are also working out in a gym or fitness club, and can be engaged in 
conversation during workouts. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Communication 

Internet 
 
The internet is a way of life, and infuses every aspect of their lifestyle. They will spend a great deal of 
time on line ... learning, viewing, surfing, blogging, networking, and banking. They may or may not 
rely on established social media like Facebook, since that may well be too corporate. They are more 
likely to use text messages, and network constantly with a wide variety of friends and acquaintances 
(locally and globally). They will also follow many blogs, and contribute eclectically to many websites. 
Links to arts and social justice projects and networks are prized.  
 
If the connect with a church (usually through an arts or outreach project), the church will need a 
sophisticated and interactive website to sustain contact. Maintain an extensive, searchable, and free 
archive of podcasts with concerts or radical speakers. Church leaders must spend a lot of time 
sharing ideas and emotions by text message, and also moving among cafes, clubs, and nightspots.  
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